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Summary
1. We investigate the impact of mutual funds herding on corporate debt issuance.
2. We find firms are more likely to issue new bonds at the time of high levels of herding in their existing bonds. The firm’s tendency to opt for bonds over loans increases with the level of herding.
3. The impact of herding is concentrated on buy-herding rather than sell-herding, among firms with greater information asymmetry, and for times when the bond market is opaque.
4. Herded firms tend to benefit to issue with lower yields, and these bonds exhibit enhanced price informativeness.
5. Our results are robust to a matching and an instrumental variable approach to address potential endogeneity issues.
6. Our findings are consistent with the positive view of that herding enhancing information environment.

Research Question
1. Does institutional herding affect the firm’s debt issuance decisions?
2. If so, whether buy or sell herding affect?
3. What is the potential channel?

Motivation
1. Motivation and price impact of herding
   - fundamental or imitation?
   - price discovery or excess price volatility?
2. Information efficiency affect firms debt decision
3. Lack of evidence on how herding affects debt decisions

Hypothesis
1. (H.1a) Firms are more (less) likely to issue new bonds at the time of high (low) MFs herding.
2. (H.1b) Upon issuance, firms tend to opt for bonds (bank loans) over bank loans (bonds).
3. (H.2) The impact of herding is concentrated on buy-herding rather than sell-herding.
4. (H.3) The impact is more pronounced for firms with greater information asymmetry and for times when the bond market is opaque.

Data
1. Thomson Reuters Lipper eMAXX: US Bond mutual funds holding data
2. FISD and Thomson Reuters DealScan : corporate bonds issuance; Bank Loan (term loan and line of credit)
3. Compustat and CRSP dataset
4. Sample: 47,267 firm-quarter observations from 1998Q2 to 2018Q1

Herding Measure (HM): Lakonishok et al. (1992)
1. \[ H_{M,t} = |p_{t,t} - E[p_{t,t}]| - |p_{t,t} - E[p_{t,t}]| \] (1)
2. Where \( p_{t,t} = \frac{\text{Num. of Buy}_{t,t} + \text{Num. of Sell}_{t,t}}{\text{Num. of Buy}_{t,t}} \) (2)
3. \( E[p_{t,t}] \) is the cross-sectional average of \( p_{t,t} \) in quarter \( t \)
4. A disproportionate number of institutions buying (selling) certain security in excess of the market-wide buying (selling) intensity
5. \( BH_{M} = HM_{t} > |p_{t,t}| \)
6. \( SH_{M} = HM_{t} < |p_{t,t}| \)
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Conclusion
We find that firms are more likely to issue new bonds after mutual funds herding and upon issuance, firms opt for bonds over bank loans. This effect is concentrated in buy-herding side rather than sell herding. Consistent with the positive view of that herding enhancing information environment, we also find that the effect of herding on debt issuance decisions are more pronounced for firms with greater information asymmetry. Moreover, firms enjoy lower offering yield spread and bond prices are more informativeness following to mutual fund herding.
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